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South Dakota High
Court Rules For Costner,
Against Sculptor
by Marcia Semmes, MLA Executive Director

The South Dakota Supreme Court ruled
against an artist who sculpted 17 larger-thanlife buffalo and Lakota warrior statues for a
resort that was never built, finding that because
actor Kevin Costner displayed the sculptures at
a suitable alternate site, he was not required to
sell the works and split the profits with the artist.
Costner commissioned the sculptures from
Peggy Detmers in the early nineties for a luxury
resort called “The Dunbar” that he intended
to build on property he owned near Deadwood,
S.D. Costner and Detmers orally agreed that
she would be paid $250,000 and receive royalties in the sculptures’ reproductions, which
were to be sold in the Dunbar’s gift shop.
Detmers quit working on the sculptures in
the late nineties because the resort had not
been built. Costner convinced her in May 2000
to finish the work in exchange for an additional $60,000 payment. Costner also agreed
that if the resort was not built within 10 years
or the sculptures were not agreeably displayed
elsewhere, he would give her 50 percent of
the profits from the sale of the sculptures and
assign the copyright of the works back to her.
The May 2000 contract also provided that
if the Dunbar was not under construction
within three years after the last sculpture
was delivered to the mold makers, the parties would “locate a suitable site for displaying
the sculptures.”
(continued on page 2)
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Songwriter Recaptures
Rights to Disco Hits
by Frank Morgan, Esq.*

A federal judge in California ruled in May
that the original lead singer of the “Village
People” had successfully recaptured his copyright interests in many of the group’s greatest
hits, including “Macho Man,” “In the Navy,”
“Go West,” and “Y.M.C.A.”
The decision in Scorpio Music v.Willis is the
first to interpret the reversion provisions in
the Copyright Act of 1976, which allow musicians and songwriters who assigned their
rights away 35 years ago to terminate those
transfers and regain control over their work.
(continued on page 3)
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Because construction did not begin within three years of
delivery, the sculptures were eventually placed at another
site on Costner’s property. The site, “Tatanka,” includes a
visitor center, gift shop, café, interactive museum, and nature walkways.
According to the opinion, Detmers was influential in the
sculptures’ placement at Tatanka, including suggesting and
implementing wood “mock-ups” to predetermine the exact
location of each piece. Detmers and Costner were both
present when they were placed and spoke at Tatanka’s
grand opening in June 2003.
In 2008, Detmers sued Costner, seeking a declaratory
judgment that because the Dunbar had not been built
within 10 years and the sculptures were not “agreeably
displayed elsewhere,” she was entitled to 50 percent of
the profits from the sale of the sculptures. A trial court
found for Costner and Detmers appealed.
The state high court found that the plain words of the
contract unequivocally provided that if the Dunbar was
not built or the sculptures were not agreeably displayed
“elsewhere,” then Detmers would be entitled to half the
proceeds from the sale of the works.
Detmers argued that “elsewhere” under the contract
must be somewhere other than the resort’s proposed site,
which is now home to Tatanka.
The court disagreed, finding that the trial court properly
“concluded that ‘elsewhere’ meant at a place other than
The Dunbar. And because The Dunbar had not been built,
Tatanka was elsewhere.” g

(Village People from page 1)

Victor Willis, the co-author of 33 Village People compositions, transferred his copyright interests to the music publisher, Can’t Stop Music (“CSM”), a division of Can’t Stop
Productions Inc., in the seventies. CSM then transferred
the rights in the lyrics written by Willis and others to Scorpio
Music (Black Scorpio) S.A. (“Scorpio”). The agreements
between Willis and CSM provided that Willis would receive
between 12 percent and 20 percent, depending on the
composition, of the gross receipts derived from commercial use of the compositions.

When CSM filed copyright registrations in the United
States Copyright Office for the 33 compositions in question,
CSM credited Willis as being one of several authors of each
song. With the 35th anniversary of these compositions,
Willis sought to terminate the agreements and regain his
rights and interests from CSM and Scorpio.
In the courtroom, CSM and Scorpio argued that a majority
of all authors who transferred their copyright interests in a
joint work, regardless of whether the transfers were a part
of the same transaction or separate, had to join in a termination for it to be valid. Willis, on the other hand, argued
that since he was the only person to execute the adaptation
agreements that granted his copyright interests, he alone
had the right to terminate the grants.
The court agreed with Willis, finding that a “joint author
who separately transfers his copyright interest may unilaterally terminate [his] grant.”
The court relied on the fact that when multiple authors
have a copyright interest in one work, they own that interest as tenants in common, each having the right to license
the use of the work as a whole subject to the duty to
share in any profits with other co-owners.
From this, the court concluded that if multiple authors
join in a grant of their copyright interest, then a majority of
them must join in its termination; however, a single author
entering into an independent grant of rights may terminate
that grant on his own.
Requiring a majority of authors to terminate a grant made
by one co-author would frustrate Congress’ intent to protect
individual authors by “making it more difficult to terminate
an individual grant than it would be to make it in the first
place,” the court said, ruling that Willis could unilaterally
terminate his grants because he entered into the agreements with CSM separately from his co-writers.
Brian D. Caplan, Willis’s lawyer, stated that the significance
of the ruling is that “one author who gives a grant... has
the right to recapture the copyright interest he created 35
years ago regardless of what other co-authors do or don’t
do.” Larry Rother, “Village People Singer Wins a Legal Battle in Fight to Reclaim Song Rights,” N.Y.Times, May 8, 2012.
Copyright reversion for songwriters however is only
the tip of the iceberg for the music industry. A far more
contentious and murky issue will be the recapture of
copyrights in sound recordings. Starting January 1, 2013,
recording artists will have the right under some circumstances to regain ownership and control over their sound
recordings under the 35-year rule.

Works for hire — compositions prepared by an artist
within the scope of employment or commissioned for
use in a specific way and expressly defined in writing as a
“work for hire” — are exempt from copyright reversion.
Record labels can be expected to resist copyright recapture by relying on this exemption; however, most recording
artists would not qualify as employees, and sound recordings
are not on the list of works in the Copyright Act that are
considered works for hire.
Vocalists and musicians who create a sound recording are
considered the authors and own all, or at least part of, the
copyright. It is only through a recording agreement that
the record company gains a copyright interest. When the
dust settles, artists will most likely be able to avoid the
work-for-hire exemption and be able to recapture their
copyrights from record labels.
The Victor Willis decision is the first in what is likely to
be several years of litigation between music publishers and
songwriters and record labels and artists over copyright
recapture. Meanwhile, as the parties evaluate their positions
and stake out their claims, the clock keeps ticking toward
January 1, 2013, when the first copyrights are eligible for
return to their original owners or heirs. g
* Frank Morgan is a member of the MdVLA board,
and an attorney with Astrachan Gunst Thomas Rubin PC.

NEED MdVLA’S HELP?

Are you an artist with a legal issue?
We help artists of all stripes —
painters, sculptors, musicians,
filmmakers, and writers — with a
range of arts-related issues, like
securing a federal copyright
registration, choosing a legal entity
type and forming that entity,
and negotiating a contract.
To find out if you qualify for pro bono
legal services, visit www.mdvla.org
or call 410.752.1633.
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Sculptor to Get Royalties
For USPS Infringement
by Whitney Shaffer*

A sculptor whose copyright in a statue of soldiers used at
the Korean War Veterans Memorial was infringed by the
U.S. Postal Service may be entitled to recover damages
above and beyond the $5,000 licensing fee that the Postal
Service typically pays for licensed works, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit ruled in May.
The ruling means that sculptor Frank Gaylord may be able
to recover up to a 10 percent royalty on the $30 million in
revenue allegedly generated by the infringing use, which
included monies for stamps actually used, stamps held by
collectors, and various collectibles like t-shirts and mugs
with the image of the work on them.

The trial court established a “zone of reasonableness” in this
case between $1,500 and $5,000. The low range reflected
the amount paid to photographer John Alli, while the high
end represented the largest licensing fee ever paid by the
Postal Service. The lower court then granted the maximum
award on the grounds that Gaylord was deprived of an opportunity to negotiate his licensing fee.
The Federal Circuit rejected the lower court’s determination that royalty damages were inappropriate for cases of
infringement, as well as its “zone of reasonableness.” It ordered
the lower court on remand to engage in a hypothetical negotiation between the two parties, taking into account both
sides’ practices and interests. Since the lower court only
considered the Postal Service’s practice of granting $1,500$5,000 in licensing fees and disregarded Gaylord’s practice
of licensing his work for a 10 percent royalty, the Court
determined that Gaylord may be able to recover more
than $5,000 from the Postal Service.
This decision was the first in the Federal Circuit that explicitly recognized royalty damages as appropriate in copyright infringement cases. While royalty damages are typical
in patent cases, the category had not been formally extended to copyright. g
* Whitney Shaffer is a legal intern with MdVLA and a secondyear law student at the University of Maryland Francis King
Carey School of Law.

USPS used the work, known as “The Column” on a stamp
without first getting permission from Gaylord, though it did
get permission from — and pay — photographer John Alli,
who took the image of the statue that was used on the stamp.
In 2010, the appeals court reversed the trial court’s ruling
that the Postal Service made fair use of the work (Arts Brief
Spring 2010,Vol. 3, Issue 2, p. 6). The appeals court said that
although the stamp would not adversely affect Gaylord’s
efforts to create derivative works of “The Column,” there
was a clear commercial use of the stamp. The appeals court
sent the case back to the trial court to determine damages.
The trial court rejected Gaylord’s request for 10 percent
royalties plus interest from profit made on the stamp and retail
goods carrying the stamp’s image and set damages at $5,000.
To reach that figure, the trial court reasoned that statutes
governing infringement damages did not authorize a
royalty-based award for copyright infringement and that
the court should use a “zone of reasonableness” standard
to determine actual damages.
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Copyright Office Clarifies:
Yoga Poses Not Registrable
by Marcia Semmes

Yoga poses and other arrangements or “compilations” of
exercises cannot be copyrighted, the U.S. Copyright Office
said in a change of policy issued in June.
In the past, the office has issued registration certificates
for “compilations of exercises” or “selection and arrangement of exercises.
Under the new policy, however, unless a compilation of
materials results in a work of authorship that falls within
one or more of the eight categories of authorship listed in
Section 102(a) of the Copyright Act, the Copyright Office
will refuse to register it, the office said in a notice published
in the Federal Register. Those categories are literary works;
musical works, including any accompanying words; dramatic works, including any accompanying music; pantomimes
and choreographic works; pictorial, graphic, and sculptural
works; motion pictures and other audiovisual works; sound
recordings; and architectural works.

For example, the notice said, the office will not register a
work in which the claim is in a “selection and arrangement
of hand tools” or a “compilation of rocks” because neither
hand tools nor rocks can be protected by copyright.

confusion about whether UA sponsors Moore’s paintings,
the public interest in freedom of expression entitled Moore
to prevail (Arts Brief Volume 2, Issue 4, p. 6, Fall 2009).

According to the Copyright Office, interpreting the statutory
definition of “compilation” in isolation might lead to the
conclusion that a sufficiently creative selection, coordination
or arrangement of public domain yoga poses is copyrightable
as a compilation of such poses or exercises. However, because
exercise is not a category of authorship in section 102, a compilation of exercises would not be copyrightable subject matter.

“The depiction of the uniforms in the paintings is incidental
to the purpose and expression of the paintings,” the trial
court said — “to artistically depict and preserve notable
football plays in the history of University of Alabama football.
The only relevance of the colors is to correctly depict the
scene.” Further, the court said, “We believe that in general
the [Lanham] Act should be construed to apply to artistic
works only where the public interest in avoiding consumer
confusion outweighs the public interest in free expression.

Similarly, the notice said, a compilation of simple dance
routines, social dances, or even exercises would not be
registrable unless it resulted in a work of choreographic
authorship, which requires the composition and arrangement
of a related series of dance movements and patterns organized
into an integrated, coherent and expressive whole. g

Sports Artist Wins Legal Battle
Against University of Alabama
by Marcia Semmes

Sports artist Daniel A. Moore scored a big win against the
University of Alabama in June as the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Eleventh Circuit upheld his right to portray the
university’s crimson and white uniforms in paintings, prints,
and calendars.
“Moore’s paintings, prints, and calendars very clearly are
embodiments of artistic expression, and are entitled to full
First Amendment protection,” the Eleventh Circuit ruled.

The appeals court agreed that the First Amendment
interest in free expression easily outweighed the public
interest in avoiding consumer confusion protected by the
Lanham Act. Echoing the court below, the Eleventh Circuit
found that “the depiction of the University’s uniforms in
the content of these items is artistically relevant to the
expressive underlying works because the uniforms’ colors
and designs are needed for a realistic portrayal of famous
scenes from Alabama football history.”
The extent of Moore’s use of the University’s trademarks is
their necessary inclusion in the body of the image that Moore
creates to memorialize and enhance a particular play or event
in the University’s football history, the appeals court noted.
Even if some members of the public would draw the incorrect
inference that the University had some involvement with
Moore’s paintings, prints, and calendars, that risk of misunderstanding, not engendered by any overt or even implicit claim by
Moore, is so outweighed by the interest in artistic expression
as to preclude any violation of the Lanham Act.

Moore called the decision “a significant victory for artists
nationwide who have felt threatened by the aggressive and
overreaching tactics of certain trademark owners, their
agents and their lawyers who operate in the multi-billion
dollar collegiate licensing industry.”
The ruling caps off a seven-year battle over Moore’s rights
to depict the “Crimson Tide” in his work. UA claimed that
the uniforms worn by its football team — “the Crimson
Tide” — were “trade dress” on which it had a protectable
trademark and that Moore could not sell football scenes
including those uniforms without first obtaining a license.
Trade dress basically refers to the total packaging and
design of a product.
In 2009, a trial court decided that while the colors of
the uniforms in Moore’s paintings might be a weak trade
dress mark under the Lanham Act, possibly creating some

The appeals court reversed the lower court’s ruling
prohibiting Moore’s art on mugs and other “mundane
products,” but remanded it back to the district court for
further proceedings because disputed facts remained. g
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Settlement Over Loss of LeWitt
Certificate of Authenticity
by Marcia Semmes

Collector Roderic Steinkamp settled his lawsuit alleging
that the Rhona Hoffman Gallery lost the certificate of
authenticity for his Sol LeWitt wall drawing for an undisclosed amount July 12.
Steinkamp sued the Chicago gallery in federal court
in New York in February, seeking damages in excess of
$350,000 for the loss of the certificate.
As the complaint explained, LeWitt was a leading exponent of conceptualist art and minimalism, whose wall
drawings do not constitute freestanding, portable works
like a framed canvas or sculpture on a pedestal. Each wall
drawing is accompanied by a certificate of authenticity
stating that “This certification is the signature for the wall
drawing and must accompany the wall drawing if it is sold
or otherwise transferred.”

6 MdVLA Arts Brief : Summer 2012

A statement accompanying a 2006 exhibition of LeWitt’s
works at Dia Beacon explains further: “[T]he wall drawings
occupy a central position in LeWitt’s distinguished career.
LeWitt’s version of conceptual art began with an idea from
which he developed a pre-set plan, set of instructions or
rules which were then carried out in the most straightforward way possible. Nevertheless, many of the works in
“Drawing Series...” display LeWitt’s readiness to capitalize on
circumstance — on the quirks of a particular architectural
situation, on the skills and inventiveness of his assistants,
or on the different results produced by substituting one
material for another. Light-toned and evenly applied, the
lines create grids, patterns, and diagrams of varying tonality.
LeWitt utilized such media as colored pencil, crayon, and
chalk, as well as a variety of linear directives including:
straight and wavy; even and uneven; touching and not touching; random and ordered; arcs and circles; and triangles and
squares to incarnate the idea. Conceived via pre-set
instructions and executed by teams of assistants, these
wall drawings eliminate arbitrary, expressive, and subjective actions and eschew traces of hand or taste, yet each
instantiation is unique and often unpredictable.”

For example, the instructions for Wall Drawing #797 state:
“The first drafter has a black marker and makes an irregular
horizontal line near the top of the wall. Then the second
drafter tries to copy it (without touching it) using a red
marker. The third drafter does the same, using a yellow
marker. The fourth drafter does the same using a blue
marker. Then the second drafter followed by the third and
fourth copies the last line drawn until the bottom of the
wall is reached.”
Steinkamp’s suit said that he delivered Wall Drawing #W448,
the original certificate, and a maquette of the wall drawing
to gallery owner Rhona Hoffman in 2008, and later signed
a consignment agreement that the certificate was in her
possession. The agreement also provided that the gallery
was responsible for protecting the works “against loss,
damage, or deterioration.”
In January 2011, Hoffman reported to Steinkamp that
the certificate was lost and irretrievable. In January 2012,
Hoffman told Steinkamp that the insurer would not cover
the “mysterious disappearance” of the certificate. g

Artist Cady Noland Sues
Dealer after Disavowing Work

A June 2011 post-conservation report to Jancou detailed
the condition, stating that even after repairs to the aluminum
print, all four corners remained bent and slightly defocused,
there was a 3-inch long deformation in the metal, and there
were several areas of smudges and accretions from tape and
dirt. Seeing the work before the scheduled Sotheby’s auction, Noland disavowed it through her attorney.
In a June memorandum of law in support of its summary
judgment motion, Sotheby’s argued that once Noland
disavowed the work, it had no choice but to pull it from
auction because it could no longer use her name in describing the work, obliterating the provenance of the work.
Further, Sotheby’s argued, once Noland’s name was removed
from the work it was empowered to determine, in its sole
judgment, whether there was any doubt as to the attribution
of the work and, if so, to withdraw the work from auction.
As Sotheby’s put it, attribution is as indispensable to value
as it is to authenticity and without it, marketability itself is
placed at issue. g

HELP MdALA HELP ARTISTS!

by Marcia Semmes

Artist Cady Noland countersued art dealer Marc Jancou
in New York state court in May, alleging that his continued
attempts to market a damaged piece of her work violate
the Copyright Act, the New York’s Artists’ Authorship
Rights Act, and the Visual Artists Rights Act.

According to Noland, she objected to the work being sold
because its condition at the time it was consigned to Sotheby’s was “materially and detrimentally” different that at
the time of its creation in that it had been damaged and not
fully restored. In fact, according to Noland, during a previous attempt to auction the work at Christie’s, she inspected
the work and asked that Christie’s not offer it for sale because of its condition and Christie’s agreed to her request.

GET EDUCATED

Jancou sued Noland and Sotheby’s in February after Sotheby’s
pulled Noland’s 1990 work “Milking Cowboys” from auction
the night before it was to go on the block. Sotheby’s action
came one day after it sold her work “Oozeworld” for $6.6
million, more than twice its $3 million estimate and a new
record for a work at auction by a living female artist. Jancou
argues that Noland wrongly interfered with his consignment agreement with Sotheby’s.

To volunteer your time or
to make a tax-deductible donation
to Maryland Volunteer Lawyers
for the Arts,
visit www.mdvla.org
or call 410.752.1633.

In addition to offering
pro bono legal referrals,
Md|VLA empowers
Maryland artists with the skills
and knowledge to protect their
work themselves through
regularly scheduled workshops.
Watch mdvla.org for
upcoming programs.
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